
Bournemouth 2010 

Pyrenean Mountain Dogs. 

 

PD (4,1) 1. Pollard’s Gillandant Rockafella, tall male, lovely bone yet still elegant throughout. Classic 

wedge shaped head, very well developed for a pup, gentle rounding across broad skull, to neat ears 

set level with eyes. Eyes so beautiful, the true Pyrenean expression can only be seen when the 

almond eyes are set obliquely and are rimmed with dark pigment. Stands well and with good width 

to chest and strong legs to neat cat like feet. Correct effortless stride, very positive behind, maybe 

could tighten in front, but easily forgiven considering he is a puppy, moves with correctly wheeled 

tail. One to watch for the future. BP, RCC and pleased to see he won the puppy group, I understand 

he is from a repeat mating of the BOB. 2. Absolom’s Fontenay Newton Wonder, promising puppy of 

good bone and angulation. Excellent coat. Very good eye shape and set – rimmed with the most 

delightful Cleopatra like pigment, really adds to his expression. Head is still to develop, but has good 

balance. Would suggest some more ring training to teach him not to crab, as at moment it is hard to 

assess him on the move. 3. Duffell’s Ricaduffal Dark Star. 

 

Jd (2,1) 1. G Rockafella. 

 

Nd (3) 1. G Rockafella. 2. Wells’ Sketrick Lupo, tall elegant male, just in between coats at the 

moment. Well angulated, good bone. Impressive length to tail – not see in all exhibits. Good breadth 

to head – just a shade strong in muzzle. Well placed ears. 3. Low’s Pyrtastic Nightshine. 

 

PGD (7) 1. Baverstock Kalkasi In High Spirits JW, beautifully presented, excellent bone and 

substance, and still elegant. Masculine head, strong wedge shape with lovely dark almond eye and 

far away expression. Firm back, good chest. Moved soundly but tail carriage on move just spoilt 

overall balance and cost him higher honours. 2 Waters’ Sketrick Justification, another very elegant 

well made dog – just a shade light in body, needing to mature more to have a little more substance. 

Correct upward swirl of tail when stood. Lovely wedge head and beautiful expression. Very good 

angulation and sound on move – just a shade close coming and going. 3. Meakin’s Jazanah 

Josephinite. 

 

Ld (8,1) 1. Waters’ Sketrick Just Like Shrek, his name may have suited him as a green new born 

whelp, but he is certainly no heavy weight ogre now. Tall elegant male who shows you can have 

bone and size without coarseness. Excellent weather proof coat presented very well. Firm straight 



back, good reach of neck, well set tail which has correct upward swirl. Very good in head, correct 

wedge from balanced length and breadth, ears set level to eyes, and excellent eye shape and 

colouring, combined to give a beautiful expression. Moved effortlessly to take DCC. 2 Meakin’s 

Jazanah Jaunty, well boned male of excellent angulation, good chest, just a shade long in back. 

Attractive wedge shaped head, very good eye. Found his tail a little short. Moved ok. 3. 

Wells’Sketrick Illustrious. 

 

Od (5,2) 1. Edwards’ Ch Shanlimore Jesse James JW, strong made dog, excellent bone and 

beautiful presentation. Lovely neat cat like feet. Broad chest. Well angulated and with good reach of 

neck. Lovely pigment. Found his head just a shade stronger/squarer in muzzle than was hoping for, 

but very pleasing quality dog. Sound mover. 2. Tadd’s Kricarno Kalculation, tall strongly built male. 

Very good angulation, good reach of neck and well set tail. Moved freely if not very enthusiastically. 

Found his head just a shade strong in width and depth so lacked the wedge I was looking for. Very 

good eye shape and colour. 3. Duffell & Egleton’s Ricaduffal Shooting Star. 

 

PB (7,2) 1. Burwell’s Shanlimore Phoebe At Bursville, very much a baby pup, has excellent bone 

and coat. Good angulation, broad front. Lovely head with well developing wedge, dark eye and 

pigment, excellent presentation. Just a little erratic on the move. 2. Baverstock’s Kalkasi Misty 

Heights, taller more mature pup, but carrying a bit too much weight which affected her balance and 

movement. Very attractive head proportions and shape though visible third eyelids do detract from 

expression. Well set ears, and good tight lips. 3. Downes’ Shanlimore Chaldene At Belshanmish. 

 

Jb (4) 1. K Misty Heights. 2 Downes’ Annwylci Merchhefydd At Belshanmish, very tall bitch, 

excellent bone and coat and beautiful presentation. Very sound behind but a shade loose in front. 

Head is not to my liking rather too flat sided and loose in flews. Would prefer more wedge shape. 3. 

Sang’s Kalkasi Misty Magic At Mizeka. 

 

Nb (2) 1. Kalkasi Misty Heights. 2. K Misty Magic At Mizeka, attractive balanced body in profile, 

good for bone and angulation. But rather narrow in chest and moves the same both front and rear. 

Head is promising but also needs to develop and broaden. 

 

PGB (4) 1. Dowdell’s Ordessa Silver Lace Moon, very feminine and beautifully presented. Excellent 

bone throughput and stands on tight cat feet. Very attractive in head, correct wedge with beautiful 

eye shape and pigmentation. Ears set on level with eyes. Moved very freely and effortlessly, sound 



front and rear, res CC. 2. Sang’s Kalkasi Destiny's Spirit At Mizeka, tall bitch of good bone and well 

coated. Good reach of neck and ok for angulation. Moves freely. Head just a little too domed to give 

attractive wedge. 3. Baverstock’s Kalkasi Eternal Spirit. 

 

Lb (3) 1. Edwards’ Zalute Zeona Via Shanlimore JW, beautifully presented bitch, though not quite in 

full coat. Elegant in shape, well angulated, good reach of neck. Just a shade long in back. Head not 

quite the wedge of my two main winners, but has good width and excellent eye pigment and shape. 

Very sound on the move. 2. Burwell’s Bursville Georgies Girl, strong made bitch, well off for bone 

and lovely body shape. Loved her dark markings, not seen often these days. Moved very soundly. 

Head just too rectangular in proportions. 3. Stratton-Baldwin’s Kricarno Kyanite Kaous. 

 

Ob (3,1) 1. Pollard’s Ch Gillandant Sugar And Spice JW, absolutely lovely quality bitch, excellent 

presentation, in good coat which is thick and weatherproof. Strong bone yet retains femininity. 

Lovely tight cat feet, excellent angulation and reach of neck. Lovely on the move set off by the 

classic wheeling of the tail so missing in many. Her head is super, lovely wedge, good width across 

gently rounded skull, and exquisite eyes. BOB and shortlisted in the group. 2. Savage’s Ch & Nord & 

Int Ch Vi'skaly's Amazing Alfa At King, another high quality bitch, lovely size, yet retains that 

elegance. Very good bone, tight feet. Attractive head, good wedge if not quite as broad in skull as 

winner. Lovely eyes and her expression defines the far away look that the breed should have. Sound 

on the move if not as enthusiastic as some. Just coming back into coat so lacked the overall 

glamour of my CC/res CC winners, but a serious contender. 

 

Toni Jackson 

 


